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IGEN NETWORKS CORP.
SYMBOL: OTCBB: IGEN $0.12; CNX: IGN C$0.15

.
RECOMMENDATION AND SYNOPSIS (EXCERPTS FROM ORIGINAL 24-PAGE REPORT)
IGEN Networks Corporation and its 100% owned subsidiary Nimbo Tracking delivers cloudbased services for the protection and management of mobile assets and commercial fleets, via
machine-to-machine (M2M) technologies. This is a terribly-broad explanation of the Company’s
mission. What this techno-speak really means is that IGEN provides cellular data connection
services that provides stolen asset (car) recovery programs, roadside assistance and
automobile diagnostic services via the Company’s own, vehicle installed componentry, highlydeveloped and refined software and contract service monitoring. Instead, however, all this
information is delivered via your hand-held, smartphone and not an on-board screen.
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In other words, IGEN’s Nimbo Tracking service provides consumers a much lower cost
alternative of monitoring their automobile location, driver speed and whereabouts, operating and
maintenance data for owners and repair shops as well as driver habits and behind-the-wheel
practices. This last aspect may be a less understandable at this point, but it should eventually
enable car owners to benefit from insurers’ programs to provide lower, risk-adjusted premium
rates based on actual driving performance.
The Secret Sauce: Although the range of services is not entirely unique, i.e. LoJack for stolen
vehicle recovery or OnStar’s concierge services, IGEN’s software algorithms and platform are
re-defining the relationship between the consumer and car. The distinctive integration between
software and hardware has created a solution that is automobile-agnostic when it comes to car
manufacturer, make or models. This universal “connectability” provides a manner from which
the services are deployed and made available to the retail purchaser of first new, and soon
“used”, cars. That advantage alone is original and makes the Nimbo Tracking service unique.
Dealership benefits: The greatest product in the world will not sell itself unless it is offered to
you at the source. Here is where IGEN’s Nimbo Tracking business has taken hold and is
really multiplying like a virus. The Company is addressing a real, car dealership dilemma: By
installing a Nimbo Tracking device on every vehicle that comes onto the lot (This is called a
‘Pre-Load’ sale), and then utilizing it both as an Inventory Management Solution and Stolen
Vehicle Recovery (SVR) service, it greatly aids with super-sized dealership, inventory
management problem. Believe it or not, cars go missing, get lost and are even stolen from car
lots. Moreover, the dealer often loses the whereabouts of a certain vehicle at the exact time a
buyer wants to see that exact car. The Nimbo Tracking solution also provides advantages on
price, margins and service that make it a “no brainer” to the dealer, and now new car
dealerships are starting to Pre-Load the Nimbo Tracking solution owned by IGEN.
Price Targets: We are recommending purchase of IGEN Networks Corp. shares at (U.S.) $0.12
per share for investors who can tolerate speculative equities. The stock is dual listed so U.S.
investors can purchase shares on the OTCQB under the symbol IGEN, and Canadian investors
can buy it on the CSE using the symbol IGN. Our opinion is based on the belief that these
shares should appreciate as much as 100 % by the end of 2017 which would put the stock in
the range of $0.25 to 0.30 per share (U.S.). We believe IGEN’s shares have the potential of
reaching $ 0.50 to 0.65 (U.S.) during 2018. Our aggressive price projections are based on four
primary factors:
1. Pre-Loads at the Dealership: Accelerated revenue growth is expected due to
increased adoption of its Pre-load program where all vehicles at contracted new car
dealerships are installed with Nimbo Tracking when they arrive on the lot from the
manufacturer;
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2. Verizon Wireless Partnership Program: IGEN now has a long-term relationship with
Verizon Wireless and recently this “partnering” agreement was increased thereby
providing IGEN national to Verizon’s list of over 12,000 new car dealerships;
3. Channel Partner Referrals: Additional new account sales are coming from its network
of distributors, channel partner, and new car expeditors who install and sell after-market
products;
4. Recurring Revenue: IGEN’s Nimbo Tracking is now receiving a stream of recurring
revenue from annual renewals as its existing customer base adds service time to its
plan as well as more bonus-featured services once the initial activation term expires.
Ultimately, IGEN Networks Corp should stand-out as an acquisition target by a larger company
interested in its established and rapidly growing client base, broad and recurring revenue
streams, advanced M2M software, and data generating and collection capabilities. This could
mean larger operators already involved in this arena, or serving allied transportation industries,
might have interest. IGEN could also be targeted by cellular operators wanting to retain, and
possibly build, this group of data-time users. Lastly, the Company may be considered as a
“tuck-in” acquisition target by companies seeking a better understanding of driver behavior for
insurance ratings or consumer engagement for cars repair and maintenance services.
On that note, we should point out that during March 2016, CalAmp Corp. (NASDAQ: CAMP$17.01) acquired LoJack Corporation (LOJN) for $134 million, or $6.45 per share. IGEN, which
some say is the biggest threat to LoJack, currently trades at the micro-cap market valuation of
less than $4 million. Typical of almost all ‘big fish swallowing littler fish’ buy-outs, time and
growth would be necessary for this to happen again, but IGEN’s growth rate was just supercharged by the “pre-load” sales approach and Verizon’s B2B partnering with IGEN.

Special Note: This original 24-page version of this report dated March 27, 2017 can be found at:
http://www.igen-networks.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/IGEN-Mar.-27th-2017-RESEARCHREPORT-w-model.pdf
Also, visit IGEN owned websites at:
www.igen-networks.com
www.nimbotracking.com
IGEN Networks Corporate Office:
Phone: 1-888-244-3650
COO Richard Freeman
rfreeman@igen-networks.com
CEO Neil Chan
neilchan@igen-networks.com
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DISCLOSURES:
No position in IGEN Networks is held by the analyst. Currently, CRMG/Robins Management receives a $2,500 per month
retainer paid in cash for consulting work. In addition, CRMG/Robins Management is receiving $1,500 per month to pay for
IGEN’s attendance to the September, 2016 Robins Round-up equity conference.
This update was written for informational purposes only and is an attempt to consolidate both recent company news
announcements by each featured company as well as add news information received during investor presentations and personal
discussions with management. This is not an offer to “Buy” or “Sell” securities. Catalyst or Robins may add or subtract to
positions without announcing to recipients of this newsletter at any time before, during or after its publication.
This report has been written in accordance with current SEC regulations and the Standards of Practice developed by the
Association of Investment Management & Research (AIMR). This research has been conducted by employing analytical
practices generally accepted as standard within the analytical industry. Our conclusions are, by the very nature of forecasting,
speculative, but are also reasonable, supportable and consistent.
The following enumerated factors disclose where there might be conflicts of interest by the analyst or CRMG. This Key related
to the “disclosures” at the heading of each company update report.
(1) Catalyst Research and Management Group does not make markets in any securities and has not managed/co-managed a
public offering of securities for the subject company within the past 12 months. CRMG has not received compensation
for investment banking services from the Subject Company within the past 12 months.
(2) CRMG expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from the Subject Company
within the next 3 months.
(3) The research analyst or a member of the research analyst’s household has a financial interest in the securities of the
Subject Company in the form of a (a) long position (b) short position (c) right (d) warrant (e) future or (f) call option in
such securities.
(4) CRMG and/or its officers or affiliates may either hold a position in this company’s share or own options, rights or
warrants to purchase any of the securities of the subject company.
(5) The research author principally responsible for preparing this research report received compensation based upon
various factors, including CRMG total revenue.
(6) The research analyst or a member of the analyst’s household serves as an officer, director, or advisory board member of
the subject company;
(7) An affiliate of CRMG may have a different view from the views expressed herein.
(8) CRMG and/or its affiliates beneficially own 1% or more of the subject company.
(9) The Subject Company is a client of CRMG or one of its affiliates or an affiliate makes a market in the shares of the
Subject Company.
(10) CRMG is a client of the Subject Company or one of its affiliates.
The analyst herby certifies that the research conclusions and recommendation contained herein accurately reflects his/her
personal views about the industry, company and shares and also hereby certifies that no part of his/her research compensation
was or will be directly or indirectly related to the earnings estimates, target price or recommendation about the security.
The research provided herein should not be considered a complete analysis of every material fact regarding the companies,
industries or securities named above. The opinions expressed herein reflect the analysis and judgment of the author on the date
of publication and are subject to change without notice. Facts have been obtained from sources considered reliable but should
not be construed as complete and are not guaranteed to be accurate. Catalyst Financial Research LLC; its members; employees
and their families may have positions in the securities covered within the research material above and may make purchases or
sales while this report is in circulation. Additional information on the subject companies is available upon request.
EQUITY RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM:
CRMG does not print Equity Recommendation Ratings nor does it have a system of rating degrees.
EQUITY RISK SYSTEM:
CRMG wishes to inform all readers of this, and any future update, that the equities mentioned within should be
considered risky(!). Because of their microcap market-cap nature, the stocks are inherently volatile with Beta’s
substantially in excess of 1.00. Most of CRMGs universe equities are not listed on any major exchange or NASDAQ. All
should also be considered as having above average risky balance sheets.
DISTRIBUTION OF RECOMMENDATIONS:
At this time, there are an insufficient number of companies under coverage to generate usable distribution information or draw
any conclusions regarding bias about the research methodology. Prospective companies are screened and evaluated by sales
personnel and research analysts with the investment thesis and overall research recommendation developed before the
commission is established.
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